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We offer a 28 day returns policy on returned items when presented with the
original proof of purchase and in the original unopened packaging. Goods
are non returnable if the packaging has been opened or is not in a resaleable
condition. Please check all goods on receipt of delivery.
Unfortunately, we cannot take responsibility for tilers / installers that have
been booked in advance, so please ensure you have all the required
components and are completely satisfied with your products prior to arranging
installation/tiling as we cannot accept the responsibility after these have been
installed.

Thank you for shopping at
N&C Tiles and Bathrooms!
Did you know that we have a wide range of award winning tile and
bathroom products recognised for innovation, excellence, quality and
design? So, if you have any new projects on the horizon we will be more
than happy to help with advice, tips and your DIY materials!
As retailers with a manufacturing and distributing arm, N&C Tiles and
Bathrooms can pass on the very latest in product trends, performance
and inkjet technologies at affordable prices because we cut out the
middle man!

We’ve been awarded ‘Retailer of the Year 2014’
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Just bought some lovely new tiles?

All manufacturers of ceramic fired products specify that some variation of
shade or pattern may occur, particularly in decorative effects. Sanitaryware
items may be manufactured from different materials, which may also affect
shading. Please ensure you are happy with the shade/batch of your
product/s and have purchased enough tiles in one order before you start
any project as we cannot guarantee further stocks of the same batch.
If polished or semi-polished (Lapato) tiles are to be used in areas where
spills may occur, such as a kitchen or bathroom areas or if dark grouts are
to be used, we recommend the use Nicobond Solvent Based Sealer prior to
grouting.
On completion of sanitaryware installation, a full water/air check should be
carried by a qualified plumber to ensure satisfaction before products are
commissioned. We do not accept responsibility for consequential damages
where these procedures have not been adhered to.
Delivery
Delivery dates are given in good faith but are estimates only. Goods can
only be delivered where roads are wide enough and can be accessible due
to lorry sizes. Our liability for delivery ends at the tailboard of our vehicle or
the premises of our suppliers when the Goods are delivered direct from
suppliers to you, or where goods are delivered by an independent carrier
by delivery to that carrier.
Please check goods on delivery as no responsibility for damaged product,
shortages or incorrect products can be accepted after three working days
(Mon - Fri) of receipt of goods. See full terms & conditions on our
website:www.nctilesandbathrooms.com.

Keep your tiles looking brand new

5% off every purchase
FREE 10% off voucher
FREE N&C Tiles and Bathrooms magazine
Exclusive cardholder offers
Your DIY discount card
Free project consultation

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss.

Mrs.

Full Name:*
Email:*
Address:*
Postcode*
Signature:*
Mobile No.
Please fill out the above and hand your completed
form to a member of staff or post to :
N&C 41-51 Freshwater Road, Chadwell Heath,
Romford, Essex, RM8 1SP.
Please visit www.nctilesandbathrooms for DIY card
Terms and Conditions.

dvice
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1. First, sweep away or hoover the tiled floor to remove dust and dirt
2. Damp mop the floor using the required dilution of Nicobond Tile
Cleaner & water

...Enjoy your beautiful tiles!

The ideal discount card for DIY fanatics! Receive an instant 5% off
purchases with invites to special DIY events, exclusive cardholder
vouchers and helpful tips & advice.

Tiles must be returned as a full box. By fixing the tiles to a substrate
(surface), or installing sanitaryware, you have accepted the products as
supplied. As a result, a refund or replacement will not be offered. It is
recommended that when fixing the tiles, the contents of a number of boxes
be mixed to achieve a random blend of colours. No tiles are guaranteed
against crazing.

Here is our recommended 3 step cleaning regime on
keeping your new tiled floor looking fabulous!

3. Dry the tile surface using a dry mop or absorbent cleaning cloth
rather than waiting for it to dry

Sign up for your FREE
DIY discount card

Speak to us about our wide range of high performance
sealers and cleaners for all your tiling requirements

Please tick the box if you would like to opt out from
receiving top DIY tips, exclusive cardholder offers
and other promotional e-mails.

Date of birth:

